
CALCIUM 

 

Virginia Lethersedge’s The Beast in Man Grows Larger, More Ferocious is the latest 

in a long line of works (and not just by this artist) whose size and complexity is 

simultaneously inversely proportionate to its value and conversely proportionate to its 

misandry. 

 

Spread over two sites – a temporary ‘abattoir’ overlooking Smithfield meat market 

and a flat in Cheyne Walk – the work implicitly demands a significant time-

commitment from the viewer, as they are expected to visit first the one, and then the 

second venue to experience the entire work. Given that, one is justified in asking 

whether such a commitment is justified, and the answer must surely be a resounding 

‘No!’ 

 

The work itself (I won’t eat into my word-count by repeatedly naming it), despite the 

apparent technical demands, is actually quite straightforwardly presented, at least at 

the Smithfield end. A fifty-(or-so)-inch television is mounted on a wall showing 

wildlife documentaries, specifically scenes of lions and other big cats downing 

gazelles, antelopes, zebras and others. The edges of the television are draped with 

blood-stained skins of these creatures. So far, so meaningless and anyone who visits 

only this part of the ‘exhibit’ will be excruciatingly disappointed. It is only when one 

has been to Cheyne Walk to witness the other half that that disappointment is 

mitigated to mere agonisingness. 

 

Cheyne Walk is not the most straightforward of places to get to in London at the best 

of times: it is far from any underground station and the choice of location seems to 

underline man’s ‘invasiveness against nature’, as the easiest way to arrive is by car – 

and even that is not necessarily a simple task.  

 

Nevertheless, for me at least it was a necessity, as I could not claim to have written 

with any authority having seen only half the work, in the same way that a theatre 

critic should qualify their judgements if they walk out half-way through a play. And 

so I made my weary way to Chelsea where I found Lethersedge’s requisitioned flat on 

the second floor of a mansion block. Outside, sits an assistant, marking the location. 

As you approach she opens the door. One finds oneself in a small, artificially created 

lobby as Lethersedge has constructed another doorway, just four feet into the flat. As 

the door quickly closes behind you, you find yourself completely in the dark but are 

able instinctively to reach out and find the knob of the second door. What greets one 

on the other side is truly horrendous. 

 

Lethersedge has coated the entire corridor with a red, sticky, never-drying substance; 

the air is humid to the point of positive wetness and filled with a grotesque, swirling 

miasma, but most overwhelming is the stench – one of rotting meat, stale urine and 

decaying faeces. Concealed speakers transmit the sounds one had heard in the abattoir 

which, compared to this, now seems like a very heaven. Pushing forward, one finds 

the doors off the corridor all locked and the knobs slippery with the bloody slime, so 

that escape is impossible. The end is the toilet itself: a vision worse than anything 

found in the most degraded clubs, and one beyond description. Meanwhile, 

intermingled with the sounds of pounding paws, panting panthera and acynonyx, and 

screaming ungulates, if we concentrate hard enough, we discern political speeches by 



some of the great men of the 20
th

 century. The point is clear enough: women are 

relegated to door-assistants while men make the great decisions – decisions which 

lead to the degradation and deaths of millions.  

  

One could, I suppose make a case that the work is as disgusting as the outcomes 

which it condemns, but I wonder if that is truly the case: war is far worse than 

anything that Lethersedge presents, yet at the same time what we see here is repellent 

enough that the mind shuts down and is unable to contemplate what any message 

might be. Perhaps Lethersedge’s hope is that reflection will eventually replace 

revulsion, but beyond that – what? We know that war is horrible, though we are 

content not to know the details, and Lethersedge’s work is only a metaphor, not even 

a simulacrum of the horrors that we know constitute conflict. And if there is an 

intended dialectic between the two venues (wars and abattoirs?) it is simultaneously 

too ill-defined and banal to have any effect – the physical and temporal distance 

between the two, rather than underlining the social and media quarantining that 

surround both activities (if that, to judge it kindly, was its intention), simply lessens 

their impact. 

 

In all, an experience that both ascends the heights of disgustingness and descends to 

the depths of bathos. 

 

 

NEON 

 

Clifford Benjamin Hawes’ new show I Have a Cock certainly plumbs the ridiculous, 

but never quite makes it to the sublime – or rather, it comes nowhere near. 

 

Neon-art and text-art are both old hat but, to Escherishly pun, the cross-genre-ing of 

the two spawns a chimeric cheap supermarket pork pie: all the eyeballs and arseholes 

mashed into an unexaminable lump. Even a neophobe such as myself has had to 

endure numerous such shows, which are individually forgettable, memorable only as 

an agglomerated mass of awfulness.  

 

Anyway, such is its ubiquity that anyone embarking on neon-text-art had better have 

something to add, something new to say.  

 

Mostly, alas, Hawes does not. The exhibition is nothing more than a clichéd, lurid, 

vapid collection of sloganeering to which he has attempted to add some meaning by 

the use of different colours and, as far as the medium allows, approximations of 

various typefaces, though these subtleties are impossible to achieve with such daubed 

materials. These effects are like pouring chocolate sauce on shit: the initial,  

superficial, sugary attractiveness disappears when the sauce has been licked off and 

beneath it we find the disgusting truth that has always been there. Though they look 

the same, we are brought shockingly face-to-face with their undeniable, existential 

difference.  

 

The exhibition is, in fact, as inert as neon itself – sufficient unto itself and utterly 

without connection to the wider world. 

 



Epigrams are supposed to embody a paradox: to encompass – even if only by 

implication - a great truth, whilst leaving space for the readers’ imaginations to 

enlarge upon them, and to consider and to develop their implications on both a 

personal and a social level. Hawes’ solipsistic squawking does no such thing: so flat 

and empty is it that it would almost be an insult to a second dimension to call it two-

dimensional. 

 

Single, common words are given faux significance by being presented in isolation, 

large and buzzingly coloured. We are left to wonder at the relationship between the 

word and the colour, sometimes contrastingly haloed by its interaction with the 

differently coloured wall upon which it sits. Do the two banalities, like two negatives, 

cancel each other out to produce something with a positive meaning? Or are we 

simply seeing banality squared?   

 

Ultimately one must ask: how often could I return to this work? What new meanings 

will I see after twenty minutes of viewing? What is its attraction that will bring me 

back in five, ten, twenty years, and how will I and the work and our relationship have 

changed so that I find new pleasures, new stimulations. New ideas. And the answer, 

alas, is resoundingly in the negative. This is work for a hyper-active, e-numbered 

generation, one whose attention flits from buzz to buzz, like an addict ever seeking a 

bigger thrill but who is palmed off with gear increasingly cut with talc and bicarb, 

forcing them into a descending spiral of pitiful gratitude at anything that produces any 

response whatsoever.  

 

Nevertheless, one work does provoke some brief thoughts and it is, appropriately, the 

title-piece.  

 

The text, I Have a Cock, captures the male’s (particularly adolescents’) search for 

sexual identity and affirmation, their anxiety to differentiate themselves from the 

female, their fear of the feminine and the resultant masculine over-compensation, and 

their petulance in the face of other males’ greater ‘success’ with females. But the lurid 

Barbie-pink scrawl imitates the script of the 16 year-old new girl at the local authority 

housing office, complete with the ludicrous heart over the ‘I’, embracing its pubescent 

femininity in a way that mocks that masculinity and its simultaneous desire to be both 

independent and part of a ‘gang’, dangling before them the bauble of social 

acceptance, while allowing them secretly to enjoy bemoaning their exclusion.  

 

So, the gender ambiguity inhabits the space between content (text) and form (colour 

and script) piquing the question: should there be an accompanying blue piece: I Have 

a Cunt? 

 

Alas it isn’t clear to what degree this is a stance, or whether it is simply Hawes’ actual 

view of the world and his relationship to it. If so, it is earnestly to be hoped that he 

spends some time growing up. Otherwise he will simply continue to inflict his pre-

pubescent squeals on a deservedly disinterested world.  . 
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